Review of
FTX Bella Coola Airport CYBD
Created by ORBX Systems

Bella Coola Airport is a private airport operated by the Central Coast Regional District and is
located one nm west for Hagensborg, British Columbia, Canada. The airport was constructed back
in 1965 with ongoing upgrades and is today home to 4 based aircrafts and has a total of about 2000
movements per year.
The airport features one 4,200 by 100 ft asphalt runway 05/23 and since there are no runway or taxi
lights, the airport is limited to daytime VFR operations. The elevation is 117 ft AMSL, the ICAO
code is CYBD and the IATA code is QBC. Both AVGAS and Jet fuel is available at the airport.

Specs:









Name Bella Coola
Airport type Private
Operator CCRD
Location British Columbia, Canada
ICAO/IATA CYBD / QBC
Elevation 117 ft AMSL
Radio 122.8
Runway 1x
o 05/23 Asphalt 4,200 by 100 ft

I got this add-on scenery directly from ORBX Systems and the download went as usual without any
problems - quick and easy even though the file was actually a huge file of 679Mb as a zip file. The connection
to the download server is good which eliminated possible download errors for files of this size.
After the download was finish I searched the forums at ORBX to see if there were any updates or patches
that I should also download – for this add-on scenery there were currently none so I continued to the next
step in my test which was the installation of the add-on scenery.
The installation also went as usual – of course without any problems. I activated the installation wizard and
that did the rest for me. The installation did not take much more than a couple of minutes and then I was
ready to enter this new FSX airport.
Before entering FSX I opened the FSX file to verify that the scenery had been install correctly and of course
it had. Hereafter I opened up the CYBD control panel to apply the settings that I wanted and that would fit
my computers performance.

The CYBD control panel enables the simmer to customize the add-on scenery to include snow for a winter
theme or no snow for e.g. a summer theme. You can also with the control panel set your preferred settings in
regards to how much grass you would like to see at the airport. More grass normally equals more impact on
the computers performance but in this scenery I tried out both the Heavy and the Lite setting and found it
to be no problem for my computer.
The simmer also gets the opportunity to switch on/off the PeopleFlow and CreatureFlow animations and
hereby controlling the possible impact on the performance. Still I would defiantly recommend to switch on
both People and Creature flow because this adds so much more realism to the scenery which you cannot
gain elsewhere and the impact that I found was equal to no impact at all.

This add-on scenery can be used with the default FSX scenery landclass but if you want the best graphical
experience you will need to get the ORBX FTX Pacific Fjords region. When combining these two sceneries
you get complete integrated Bella Coola Airport scenery and the result is magnificent – see the ORBX
pictures. I did my test without the ORBX FTX Pacific Fjords region and the result was still very good but I
would of course recommend spending the extra dollars and getting the complete region.

Now I was finally ready to take a look at the airport in FSX, so I opened up my FSX and setup a helicopter
flight from CYBD to get the grand overview of the buildings, the scenery location and the various details
that I would expect to be included in an ORBX scenery.
The first thing I noticed was the incredible detailed buildings that I could see from the helipad. They are
indeed so detailed that they really look so very realistic. The textures used are certainly of a very high quality
which I have discovered is the standard of products from ORBX Systems.
The airport does not support that many buildings but the buildings that are there are all made perfectly. I
checked with Google-Earth just to verify the location of the buildings and this was also very close to the
reality both location and sizes wise.
It is actually quite difficult to explain the level of details of these buildings but everything is included. There
are signs, aging of the steel, miss colors of the buildings, corrosion, sun reflections, dents, the wooden front
of one of the buildings looks as it has been re-painted but not the entire front etc. All these details really
contribute to a sensational experience when entering this scenery. I like that very much.

To support all these buildings and details, the complete scenery is also covered with additional static airport
materials as drums, pallets, boxes, aircrafts and vehicles which are all made perfectly and placed with a high
level of accuracy. There are even included the vehicle parking area with static vehicles and a bus.
To secure a very realistic atmosphere the scenery also contains the famous PeopleFlow – this is animated
people walking around in the scenery doing various things a e.g. a mechanic doing engine work or a man just
walking from one point to another etc. This really contributes to add a lot of realism to the scenery and
really makes the airport come alive. The actual animation of the people walking is quite well made.
I also discovered flying birds over the scenery which again is a very good detail but when I took a closer look
at the trees at the Bella Coola Airport I discovered that they were not just static trees which I had expected
– they were actually moving and swaying in the wind. Animated trees, now this was a surprise and then
again not because this I have already seen in other ORBX sceneries but I was very pleased to find this in the
Bella Coola Airport scenery also.
Even though this is a high quality scenery with a lot of high quality textures, a huge number of details and
several animations, I did not feel any negative impact on my computers performance. My frame rates were
perfect and the scenery moved fluently when touring in my helicopter.

One thing is flying a helicopter from this airport another is flying a fixed wing aircraft. I set up a flight in a
small Cessna C-172 to get a closer look at the taxi / runway textures, the grass effect and the dirt covering
quite a huge part of this airport.
When taxiing from the parking to the runway I discovered that when applying the “Heavy” grass effect in
the control panel, you really gain a lot of extra graphical experience. I am truly amazed by this level of
quality put into the grass effect and my experience taxiing to the runway was very realistic. Together with
the grass effect I also found weeds in between the grass which just completes the effect to perfection.
When coming close to the runway I could also see that this runway was not just a standard FSX runway –
NO this was created with an eye for even the smallest details. The textures used here are also of a very high
quality and I really like the details that the edge of the asphalt is not just a straight line, but actually
resembles a real runway with a roughness on the edges and small cracks in the asphalt due to seasonal
weather impacts.

To summarize my experience of this Bella Coola Airport scenery I will most defiantly recommend fellow
simmers to purchase this airport. The scenery features the very high quality that ORBX has become very
famous of creating, a very realistic living environment that includes PeopleFlow, very detailed buildings,
high quality textures and an awesome finish of the scenery.
The atmosphere that is created is in my opinion very realistic and to spice it all up, the Bella Coola Airport is
an airport located in a very scenic environment which ORBX has made it possible to increase the experience
even more, if the simmer includes the FTX region Pacific Fjords.
I rate this scenery with 5/5-stars for sure – this is a very well made scenery and I again thank ORBX Systems
for contributing to the flightsim community with such an impressive airport scenery.
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